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When my colleagues and I created the Center for the Study of Myth and
Religion in Greek and Roman Antiquity in the Department of Philology of
the University of Patras, as early -or as late- as 2004, our intentions were,
amongst other things, to promote scientific research on myth and religion
in Greek and Roman antiquity through basic research, doctoral
dissertations, conferences, lectures, data bases on specific subjects,
printed and electronic publications or/and any means susceptible to serve
these priorities. Providing a solid electronic data base on mythical figures
and themes appeared to us as an urgent necessity in view of supplying
students and scholars working on ancient myth and religion with a
complete, handy and academically reliable electronic tool. It was then to
our immense pleasure that we received an unexpected and generous offer
by Professor M. R. Wright conveyed to us through our colleague, Ass.
Professor Efimia D. Karakantza, an old postgraduate student of Professor
Wright; in her urge to support the Center’s activities, Professor M. R.
Wright put to our Center’s disposal a fully compiled, wisely structured
and elegantly written Dictionary of Classical Mythology on which she
had spent years of work. This is actually the Dictionary of Classical

Mythology by M. R. Wright, which all visitors of our Center’s site can
ever since consult. The general concept, the way of consulting the
Dictionary’s articles, and the method used for a complete survey of
mythological figures and themes are clearly presented in the Preface the
author herself has composed. We took the initiative, in agreement with
Professor M. R. Wright, to complete and revise some articles that
eventually needed slight modifications and, also, to adapt her text to the
expedience of an electronic, online publication of our site. Our Center
was, is and will always be extremely grateful to Professor M. R. Wright
for her kind gesture and we trust that her valuable work will keep finding,
through our Center’s activities, the deep and learned attention it deserves.

